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T

he questionthat is my title is supposedto be the most

profound and difficult of all questions. Some, indeed, have
said that it is a dangerousquestion, a question that can tear the
mind asunder.But I thinkwe can make some progresswith it if we
do not panic.
Let us begin by askingwhatwould count as an answerto it. One
sort of answer, the best if we could get it, would consist in a
demonstrationthat it was impossible for there to be nothing.1Or
so I would suppose: if showing that it is impossible for a certain
state of affairs to obtain doesn't count as answeringthe question
why that state of affairsdoes not obtain,I don't know what would
count.
How would one go about proving that it was impossible for
thereto be nothing?One way would be to prove the existence of a
necessarybeing. By a 'being' I mean a concreteobject-whatever
that may mean-and, therefore,by a necessary being I mean a
necessarily existent concrete object. I will assume that at least
some abstractobjects-numbers, pure sets, 'purely qualitative'
propertiesand relations,possibilities, possible worlds themselves
-exist in all possible worlds. I do not thinkthatthe questionthat
people have actuallyintendedto ask when they ask why anything
at all should exist could be answeredby pointing out-I will take
1. Most of the argumentsof this paperwill be modal argumentsof one sort or another.In
presenting these arguments,I am going to assume that David Lewis's metaphysics of
modality-'Genuine Modal Realism'-is wrong, and that the 'abstractionist'modal
metaphysicof Kripkeand Plantingaand Stalnakeris right.Problemsaboutthe validity and
cogency of modal reasoningare normallynot particularlysensitive to how one answersthe
question whetherpossible worlds are what Lewis says they are or what his opponentssay
they are. The argumentswe shall be considering,however, are exceptions to this generalization.Thequestion'Whyshouldtherebe anythingatall?'looks very differentwhenviewed
from the perspectiveprovidedby Lewis and from the perspectiveprovidedby Kripkeet al.
I am sorryto have to begin this paperby simply assumingwithoutargumentthat Lewis is
wrong aboutthe metaphysicsof modality,but I can't addressevery questionin one paper.I
discuss Lewis's 'GenuineModal Realism'in 'Two Conceptsof Possible Worlds',Midwest
Studies in Philosophy 11 (1986) pp. 185-213.
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this statementto be truefor the sake of the illustration;I certainly
think it's true-that the number510 would exist no matterwhat.
If the notion of an abstractobject makes sense at all, it seems
evident that if everything were an abstract object, if the only
objects were abstractobjects, there is an obvious and perfectly
good sense in which therewould be nothingat all, for therewould
be no physical things, no stuffs, no events, no space, no time, no
Cartesianegos, no God....2When people want to know why there
is anythingat all, they want to know why thatbleak stateof affairs
does not obtain.
It is by no means a trivial assertionthat a demonstrationof the
impossibility of there being nothing must take the form of a
demonstrationthatthereis a necessarybeing. If one could do it, it
would certainly suffice to show that it was a necessary truththat
there were some beings, and that propositiondoes not formally
entail the propositionthat there is a necessarybeing. (It might be
thatthereis at least one being in every possible world,even if there
is no being thatexists in every possible world.) I can say only that
it seems to me hopeless to try to devise any argumentfor the
conclusion that it is a necessary truththat there are beings that is
not also an argumentfor the conclusion that there is a necessary
being. I simply have no idea of how one might even attemptthat.
It is at any rate true that showing that there is a necessary being
would do the trick: if there is a necessary being then it is
impossible for thereto be nothing.
But can it be done?Is it possible to show thatthereis a necessary
being? The friends of the ontological argument(if there are any)
will no doubtremindus thatshowingthatthereis a necessarybeing
is just what their argumentclaims to be particularlygood at. Let
us see whether the ontological argumentcan help us with our
question. Of all the versions of the ontological argument, the
2. Supposetherewerepure stuffs:stuffs whose presencein a regionof space did not require
any being to be wholly or partlypresentin thatregion. (Butterwould be a purestuff if butter
existed but, (i) nothingwas made of butter,and (ii) some regions of space were filled with
butterwithout there being any quarks,electrons, atoms, or other concrete things in those
regions.) Then it would be possible for there to be no beings-and yet not nothing. Or
supposethattherewerepure events:events whose occurrencedid not consist in a change in
the intrinsicpropertiesof any being or a change in the externalrelationsthat held among
two or morebeings. Then, again,it would be possible for thereto be no beings-and yet not
nothing. In my view, however, pure stuffs and events are metaphysicallyimpossible. If I
were to be convincedotherwise,certainaspectsof the languageof this paperwould have to
be revised, but not, I think,in any way that affected any of its centraltheses.
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version I have called the MinimalModal OntologicalArgumentis
the one thatcan be most profitablystudiedby the philosopherwho
wants an argument whose conclusion is the existence of a
necessary being. (The argumentis indisputablylogically valid; it
has just the desired conclusion; every other version of the
ontological argumentthatis indisputablylogically valid will have
a premise or premises that it would be harderto defend than the
premise of the Minimal Modal Argument.)The argumentis easy
to state:
Consider the two properties,necessity (that is, necessary
existence or existence in all possible worlds) and entity or
concrescence (the property of being a being or concrete
object). These two properties are compatible-it is not
absolutely or metaphysicallyor intrinsicallyimpossible for
something to have both of them. Therefore,there is something that has both of them; that is, there is a necessary
being.3
But why should we accept the premise of the argument-that
necessity and entity are compatible?I know of only one argument
for the compatibility of these two properties that is even
superficially plausible. This argument is a version of the
cosmological argument.It has threepremises:
Every fact has an explanation;
If a propertyF has, as a matterof contingent fact, a non-empty
extension, then any explanationof this fact must somehow involve
beings (concretethings) thatdo not have F;
Contingency (the propertyof being a contingentbeing) has, as a
matterof contingentfact, a non-emptyextension.
It obviously follows from these threepremises thatif thereare, as
a matterof contingentfact, contingentbeings, there are also noncontingent beings-that is, necessary beings. But we know by
observation that there are beings, and every being is either
contingent or necessary. If, therefore, this version of the
cosmological argumentis sound, the observed fact that there are
3. For a discussionof the MinimalModalOntologicalArgument,a discussionthatincludes
a demonstrationof its validity, see my 'OntologicalArguments',Noas 11 (1977) pp. 375395. This essay is reprintedin Petervan Inwagen,God, Knowledge,and Mystery:Essays in
Philosophical Theology(Ithaca,N.Y.: CornellUniversityPress, 1995).
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beings entails thatthereis at least one necessarybeing, and hence
entails that it is impossible for there to be nothing. (This
conclusion dependson our assumptionthatif there are contingent
beings this state of affairs obtains only as a matterof contingent
fact. But if therewere contingentbeings of necessity, it would also
follow that it was impossible for thereto be nothing.)
We can, in fact, reach this conclusion without any appeal to
observation.We can show that it is impossible for there to be
nothing without using any observed fact as a premise, even the
fact that there are some beings. If the first two premises of our
argumentare trueat all, then, surely,they are necessarilytrue,and
the argumentis therefore sound in any world in which it is a
contingenttruththatthereare contingentbeings. Therefore,if our
first two premises are true, and if the existence of beings, any
beings at all, beings of any sort, is a possible state of affairs,then
it is possible for there to be a necessary being-that is to say,
necessity and entity are compatible properties.And, as we have
learnedfrom our examinationof the Minimal Modal Ontological
Argument,if necessity and entity are compatibleproperties,there
is a necessary being. Therefore,if the first two premises of our
version of the cosmological argumentare true, it is a necessary
truththatthereare beings if therecould be beings. In otherwords,
given thatthe firsttwo premisesof ourversion of the cosmological
argumentare true,it is possible for therenot to be anythingonly if
it is impossiblefor there to be anything.And one could hardlybe
expected to do betterwith the question 'Why is there anythingat
all?' thanto establishthis conclusion. Unfortunately,however, we
have not establishedthis conclusion.We have failed to establishit
because the firstpremiseof ourcosmological argument-a variant
on the Principle of Sufficient Reason: that every fact has an
explanation-is wholly unbelievable.It is unbelievablebecause it
has an absurdconsequence:that all truthsare necessarytruths.Or
so, at least, it seems to me, and so I have arguedelsewhere. The
general form of my argument was this: Suppose 'Alpha' is a
propername of the actualworld; if every fact has an explanation,
the fact thatAlpha is actualhas an explanation;but if this fact has
an explanation,then every truthis a necessarytruth.4
OxfordUniversity
4. Fora demonstration,
seemyMetaphysics
Press,1993),pp.
(London:
104-107.
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In my judgment,thereis no known argumentthatcan plausibly
be said to show that there is a necessary being, and there is
thereforeno known argumentthat can plausibly be said to show
that it is impossible for thereto be nothing.
I propose, therefore, to try another sort of approach to the
question, 'Why is there anythingat all?' In the sequel, I will not
try to show that it is impossible for there to be nothing. RatherI
will arguethat if therebeing nothingis not impossible, it is at any
rate improbable-as improbableas anythingcan be. If something
is as improbableas anythingcan be, its probabilityis, of course,0:
I am going to arguethatthe probabilityof therebeing nothingis 0.5
I confess I am unhappy about the argument I am going to
present. Like Descartes's ontological argument, with which it
sharesthe virtueof simplicity,it seems a bit too simple. No doubt
there is something wrong with it-it may share that defect with
Descartes's argument-but I should like to be told what it is.6
The argumenthas four premises:
(1) There are some beings;
(2)
(3)
(4)

If there is more than one possible world, there are infinitely
many;
There is at most one possible world in which there are no
beings;
For any two possible worlds, the probabilityof their being
actual is equal.

5. The probabilityof any impossibleevent is 0, but not all events whose probabilityis 0 are
impossible. (Forexample-at least if we allow ourselves a little harmlessidealization-the
probabilityof a dart'shittingany particularpoint on a dartboardis 0.) Or,at any rate,this is
true if probabilitiesare real numbers,which is what I shall assume in this paper.I am not
going to defend my assumptionthatprobabilitiesare real numbers.The primaryreason is
thatifI wereto rejectthis assumptionandto assumethattherewereinfinitesimalprobabilities
(probabilitiesgreaterthan0 but less than any real numbergreaterthan0) the effect of this
assumptionon the argumentwould be mainly verbal:I'd have to word some of the things I
say a bit differently.
6. Robin Collins has called my attentionto the fact thata brief statementof the essence of
the argumentoccurs in RobertNozick's Philosophical Explanations(Cambridge,Mass.:
HarvardUniversity Press, 1981), pp. 127-128. I had read Nozick's book when it first
appeared-in fact, I had taught a graduateseminar on it-but, as far as I can tell, I had
entirelyforgottenthis featureof it. I do not recallhaving seen the argumentelsewherein the
philosophical literature,but it is so simple that it can hardly be unobvious. (Jim Holt, a
science writer, has a version of the argumentin his article 'Nothing Ventured' in the
November, 1994 Harper's;he seems to have got the argumentfromNozick. Robin Collins
has shown me a paperhe wrote as a first-yeargraduatestudentthatcontainsa version of the
argumentthatis certainlyindependentof Nozick.)
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Now let Spinozism be the thesis that there is just one possible
world. We proceedby cases.
If Spinozismis true,then, by premise (1), it is a necessarytruth
that there are some beings, and the probabilityof there being no
beings is 0.
If Spinozism is false, then, by premise (2), logical space
comprises infinitely many possible worlds. If logical space
comprisesinfinitelymany possible worlds, and if any two worlds
are equiprobable-premise (4)-then the probability of every
world is 0. If a propositionis true in at most one world, and if the
probability of every world is 0, then the probability of that
propositionis 0. But then, by premise (3), the probabilityof there
being no beings is 0.
Hence, the probabilityof therebeing no beings is 0.
It is importantnot to confuse the conclusion of this argument
with various superficiallysimilarpropositions.The conclusion of
the argumentis consistent with the following proposition: the
probability that God (or whatever factor produces physical
universes) will produce a physical universe is much greaterthan
0-say, 0.8. The conclusion of the argument is not about the
probability of there being no physical beings, but about the
probabilityof therebeing no beings of any sort.If 'whateverfactor
produces physical universes' existed but had not produced a
physical universe, it would still be true that there was at least one
being. (If God had not produceda physical universe, and if God
was a necessarybeing, then the probabilityof there being beings
would be 1-as high as a probabilitygets.) At any rate,I do not see
how a 'factor'thatmight (but in fact does not) producea physical
universe could exist if there were no beings. Such a factor-at
least this seems evident to me-would have to be 'embodied' in
the propertiesof one or more beings or in the relations that held
among two or more beings. (John Leslie, I suppose, would
disagree. I should be interested to know whether anyone else
would.)
Let us examine the premises of the argument.
The truthof premise (1) seems a safe enough assumption.
In defence of premise (2), it may be pointed out that if there is
more than one possible world, then things can vary; and it seems
bizarreto suppose, given the kinds of propertieshad by the things
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we observe, propertiesthatseem to imply a myriadof dimensions
along which these things could vary continuously,thattheremight
be just two or just 17 or just 510 worlds.
Premise (3) can be defended as follows: there is nothing in
virtue of which two worlds that contained only abstractobjects
could be different.If two worlds are distinct, there must be some
propositionthat is true in one and false in the other.If, therefore,
there are two worlds in which there are no beings, there must be
some propositionsuch thatboth thatpropositionand its denial are
consistent with there being no concrete beings. (It would, of
course, have to be a contingent proposition, since a necessary
propositionand its denial can't both be consistentwith anything.)
But it's very hardto see how therecould be a propositionthatmet
this condition-much less to come up with a (possible) example
of one.
Premise (4) is the one thatpeople are going to want to dispute.
Why should the probabilityof any given world's being actual be
equal to the probabilityof any other given world's being actual?
Well, this seems very plausible to me. I have an a posteriori
argumentfor the conclusion that I find this premise plausible
independently of its consequences for answering the question,
Why should there be anything at all? In a forthcomingpaper, I
have outlineda way of looking at objectiveprobabilities.7Thatis,
in this paper I was concerned to outline a view of probability
accordingto which every propositionhas, as one of its essential
features,a probability-according to which each propositionhas
a probability in much the same sense as that in which each
propositionhas a modal status-or each set a cardinality.(Well,
that's an exaggeration. Those who know something about the
philosophy of probabilitywill know thatwhen I say this I must be
either confused or exaggerating.I hope only the second disjunct
holds. It can't be true that every propositionhas a probability,for
reasons connected with the fact that it can't be true that every set
of points on the line has a measure.What I was aiming at was a
way of looking at probability such that a very large class of
propositions had 'intrinsic'probabilities,a class I hoped would
include all of those propositionswe could single out or name.)My
7. 'Reflectionson the Essays of Draper,Gale, andRussell' in Daniel Howard-Snyder(ed.),
TheEvidentialProblemof Evil, forthcomingfrom IndianaUniversityPress.
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purposes were unconnected with ontological questions. I was
concernedto try to show thatthe concept of subjectiveprobability
made sense only on the assumptionthat objective probabilitiesof
the kind I was tryingto describe existed-and that projectwas in
its turn connected with an attempt to clarify the so-called
probabilistic argument from evil. In constructing this philosophicalpictureof objectiveprobability,I unhesitatinglybuilt into
the pictureI was drawingthe following feature:on the assumption
that there are infinitely many possible worlds, the probabilityof
any world's being actual is 0. I did not in that paper attemptto
defend that aspect of my picturebecause it seemed to me to be so
obvious as to need no defence. I suppose that the argumentI'm
now consideringmusthave occurredto me when I reflectedon the
fact that it follows from this assumption (together with the
assumptionthatthereis at most one possible world in which there
is nothing) that the probabilityof there being nothing is 0. But
what had seemed trivial can come to seem less trivial afterit has
been seen to have importantphilosophical consequences. I must
therefore raise the question: What argument can be given in
supportof the thesis that any two possible worlds are of equal
probability? (My allegiance to this thesis rests on my interior
manipulationsof the mental picture of probabilitiesthat I use. I
find these manipulationshard to articulateand I find it hard to
arrangethe resultsof my attemptsat articulationinto an argument.
The sequel is my best effort.)
Suppose we think of a fictitious object called Reality. Possible
worlds are to be thought of as maximally specific (and hence
mutuallyinconsistent)states of this Reality-logical space, or the
set or class of all worlds, is the ensemble of all these maximally
specific states that Reality could be in. If a Tractarianontology
were correct-if there were the same fundamental concrete
objects in every possible world-and if the fundamentalobjects
had the same mereological sum in every possible world, then
Reality would not be a fictitious object: It would be the
mereological sum of all the fundamentalthings, and a possible
world would be any consistent and fully specific descriptionof it.
But I am not willing to grantany of these things, and I therefore
call Reality a fictitious object. Still, I find it a useful fiction for
reasonsthat will transpire.
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When we think about an object or system of objects, it is hard
to reason probabilisticallyabout this object or system unless we
are able to partitionthe possible states of the object or system into
sets of states of equal probability-the partitionbeing sufficiently
fine-grainedthateach propositionwe want to assign a probability
to be identifiablewith a particularset of these states.For example,
we can reason probabilisticallyabout dice to very good effect on
the assumptionthat if a die is thrown, the probabilitiesthat any
two of its faces will come up are equal-provided that every
proposition about the dice we want to assign a probabilityto is
such that its truth-valueis determinedby which dice fall with
which faces up.
It would seem that we can sometimes find reasons for such
assignments of equal probability.Suppose we think about dice,
either dice in the abstract,or particulardice that have never been
thrown (and thus have no 'track record'). If we want to know
whetherthe above assumptionis true,whetherit is indeedtruethat
the probabilitiesareequalthatany two faces of a die will come up,
it is obviously relevantto raise the question whetherthe die is of
homogeneous density. I give this example simply to illustratethe
fact thatwe can sometimes identify factorsthatare relevantto the
question whethertwo possible states of a system of objects are of
equal probability.8No doubt my confidence that the question
whethera die is of homogeneousdensityis relevantto the question
whether each of its faces is equally likely to come up when it is
thrownis partlydue to my knowledge of the existence of loaded
dice and of how dice are loaded. But I think there is an a priori
element in my confidencethat this factor is relevant.We do seem
to have some capacityfor determininga priorithat some states of
some systems are of equal probability.Perhaps I am absurdly
overconfidentaboutthe reliabilityof this capacity,but I am going
to try to exercise it in applicationto a very abstractcase indeed. I
am going to proposea sufficientconditionfor the statesbelonging
8. But see IanHacking,TheEmergenceof Probability(Cambridge:CambridgeUniversity
Press, 1975), pp. 51-52. My answer:the intuitionsoperatingin this case relateto (idealized)
materialobjects-'mid-sized specimens of dry goods.' There is an unreliableintuitionthat
tends to be at work when we think aboutpartitionsof the state-spaceof systems composed
of small numbersof photonsor small numbersof electrons,but it has nothingin particular
to do with probability;it is that these systems can be thoughtabout as if they were spatial
ensembles of tiny material objects, objects that retain their identities under spatial
translation.
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to certain partitions of the states of a system being of equal
probability. The condition I propose will, I argue, have the
consequencethat all possible worlds are of equal probability.
Let us consider some system of objects. We suppose that
associatedwith the system arecertainabstractacalled 'states'. For
each of these statesthe system is, withoutqualification,either 'in'
that state or not 'in' that state. States behave logically very much
like propositions.(They may even be propositions;propositions,
perhaps,aboutthe intrinsicpropertiesof the objects thatmake up
the system and the relationsthey bear to one another.)States, that
is, can be conjoined or disjoined, and they have negations or
complements, and so on. The conjunctionof two states will not
necessarily be a state, however, for I will take 'state' to mean the
same as 'possible state'. We call a state x of a system maximalif,
for every state y, either,necessarily,if the system is in x it is in y,
or, necessarily,if the system is in x it is in the complementof y. Or,
what is the same thing, a state x of a system is maximal if, for
every state of the system y such thatx is not the conjunctionof y
and some other state(s), the conjunctionof x andy is not a state.
Let us say that a system of objects is isolated if no facts about
objects external to the system could in any way influence the
system. More exactly,a system is isolatedwith respectto a certain
set of its states if no facts about objects external to the system
could in any way have any influence on which of those states the
system was in. In the sequel, I will mostly ignore this bit of finetuningand will speak of a system's being isolated simpliciter.
I propose: for any system of objects (that has maximal states)
the maximal states of the system should be regardedas equally
probable,providedthatthe system is isolated.
Considermy computer.Supposewe accept some programmer's
definition,some softwaredefinition,of the statesof this system (as
opposed, say, to a definitionbased on the states of the elementary
particles that physically compose it). It is no doubt false that the
maximal states of my computerare equally probable.No doubt a
state that includes a novel writtenin Urdu storedon the harddisk
is less probablethanthe actualstate of the computer.But we make
this judgment because we know that the computer is not an
isolated system. I, who am external to the computer, am to a
certain degree responsible for its states, and we know that I am
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unlikely put it into a state in which it contains a novel writtenin
Urdu. But what should we expect of a computer that was an
isolated system? How might we imagine something that at least
approximatedan 'isolated'computer?
Well, suppose that a computerlike mine came flying out of an
'evaporating'black hole. (We have Stephen Hawking's word for
it that an evaporatingblack hole might produce a grand piano.)
We'd then expect a hard disc that contained novels written in
English, French, Urdu, and Esperanto to be about equally
probable.9(We'd expect the probabilitiesof each to be very close
to 0, but not quite there, and very close to one another.)And,
surely,we'd expect this because we thinkthat in the space whose
points are maximal software states, blobs of about equal volume
representharddiscs containingnovels in FrenchandUrdu(simply
because the numberof the maximal states of the system is finite,
and about the same numberof states includes a disc that contains
a novel in eitherlanguage)and,we think,the black hole is equally
likely to produce any of the maximal states. (Of course, we
haven'treally imaginedan 'isolated'computer;but the black hole
on which the computerdependsfor its existence cannot easily be
supposed to 'prefer' any of the possible software states of the
system to any of the others.Thus we have capturedan important
and relevant feature that an isolated computer would have. It
should be noted, however, that what the black hole is really
indifferentabout is what possible physical state the computerit
produces will be in. We have done nothing to rule out this
epistemic possibility: some of the maximal software states of the
computercorrespondto blobs of significantlydifferentvolume in
the space of possible physical states of the system. Thatwould be
a case in which the computer was not even 'for all practical
purposes'isolated with respectto its softwarestates;thatwould be
a case in which we should be unable to ignore the fact that the
software state of the computer is determined by its hardware
state.)
The principleI have suggested seems, therefore,to have some
plausibility:If a system is isolated, then any two of its maximal
states are of equal probability.But then we have an argumentfor
9. I ignore Kripke-stylequestions about whether the novels would actually be in these
languages.
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the conclusion that any two possible worlds are of equal
probability:'Reality' is an isolated system, and possible worlds
are maximal states of Reality.
There are, however, intuitions that oppose the thesis that the
'empty world' is no more probablethan any other world, and we
must examine them. Consider,for example, the famouspassage in
Principles of Nature and Grace in which Leibniz arguesthat it is
necessary to search for an explanationof there being something
rather than nothing, since 'nothing is simpler and more easy
[facile] than something'. If 'nothing' is indeed simpler than
'something', might not the simplicity of 'nothing'at least suggest
that 'nothing'is moreprobablethan 'something'-or at least more
probablethanany given arrangementof 'somethings'?
In what sense is 'nothing'simpler than 'something'?The only
sense I can make of this idea is containedin these two statements:
'Therebeing nothing'is-provided it is indeed possible for there
to be nothing-a complete specificationof a way Reality could be
(note thatit settles the truth-valueof every proposition),and it is a
very simple specificationindeed;any othercomplete specification
of a way Reality could be would be of very great, perhaps of
infinite,complexity.10
Does the fact that 'nothing' is in this sense simpler than
'something'give any supportto the thesis that 'nothing'is more
probablethan 'something'-or to the thesis that 'nothing'is more
probablethan any given arrangementof 'somethings'? Suppose,
per impossibile, that there are exactly two possible worlds, the
empty world and ours. Considerthe following two theses:
The probabilityof the empty world's being actualis 2/3; the
probabilityof oursbeing actualis 1/3. (So we're lucky in the
way a man would be lucky if he survivedhis turnat Russian
Roulette in a match played with four rounds in the six
chambersof the revolver.)
The probabilityof the empty world's being actualis 1/2; the
probabilityof oursbeing actualis 1/2. (So we're lucky in the
way a man would be lucky if he survivedhis turnat Russian
10. Any other complete specificationbesides 'Things being as they actuallyare', that is.
But this specificationcontainsno information;one cannotdeduce from it the truth-valueof
any contingentproposition.
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Roulette in a match played with three rounds in the six
chambersof the revolver.)
Supposethatwe somehow knew thatone of these two probabilityassignments was true. Would the fact that the empty world is
vastly, even infinitely, easier to describe than our world give us
any reasonto preferthe firstprobabilityassignmentto the second?
I have a hardtime seeing why anyone should think that it did. It
seems to me thatone can find this plausibleonly if one is covertly
thinking that there is something that is outside the 'Reality' of
which possible worlds are maximal states, something by whose
operations actuality is conferred on whatever world it is that
enjoys that status.One might, for examplebelieve thatthe greater
simplicity of the empty world made it more probablethan ours if
one believed that therewas a 'pre-cosmicselection machine', not
a partof Reality,the operationsof which select a maximalstatefor
Reality to be in, and that something about the not-fullydeterministicworkingsof this machinemade it moreprobablethat
it would select a statethatcould be simply describedthanone that
requireda very complicateddescription.
Leibniz believed somethinglike this, althoughhis selector was
God, not a machine. But only something like this. Leibniz's
'possible worlds' are not possible worlds in the currentsense of
the term. They are rather possible Creations. They are not
thereforemaximal states of Reality but only of the createdpartof
it. And, of course, simplicity might well be a factor that would
recommend a particularpossible Creationto a potential Creator
contemplating the question, 'Which possible Creation shall I
cause to be actual?'
Something very similar can be said about ease. Suppose, for
example, thatit is easier for God to bringaboutthe actualityof the
state of affairs Therebeing nothing besides God than the state of
affairsTherebeing somethingbesides God-perhaps He has to do
nothing to produce the former and something ratherdifficult to
producethe latter;somethingthat would require,say, six days of
work and a day of recuperationafterwards-and if God, like most
of us, preferrednot to expend effort without good reason, then it
might be more probablethat there not be any createdbeings than
that therebe any.
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Whatevermeritthese speculationsmay have, they areof no use
to someone who wants to know about the probability of there
being nothing at all: they are relevant only to a question of
conditional probability:What is the probability of there being
nothing created,given thatthere is an uncreatedbeing capableof
creation?
Let me suggest an example that may militate against the
intuition that the simplicity of the empty world entails that that
world is moreprobablethanany otherworld. Recall, if you are old
enough, those political rallies in China in the 1960s when
thousands of people would produce an enormous portrait of
ChairmanMao by holding up big sheets of cardboard.At some
signal, everyoneon one side of an arenawould hold up eithera red
or a white sheet, and instantly a portraitof the Great Helmsman
would appear,in red against a white background.We can look
upon the participantsin and paraphernaliaof this system of
portraiture(on a particularoccasion of its use) as constitutinga
system of objects, a system each maximal state of which
corresponds to an assignment of either 'red' or 'white' to the
position of each participant.Such a system, of course, is not
isolatedandcannotbe regardedas isolatedeven as an idealization,
for each participantis given, along with his red or white cardboard
sheet, a seat number,and is instructedto take great care to sit in
the seat with that number.(I suppose that's how it's done.) Now
suppose that on one of these occasions, counter-revolutionary
saboteurs had garbled the assigned seat numbers-totally
randomizedthem, in fact. What should we expect those presentto
see when the signal was given andthey looked at the areain which
a portraitwas supposed to appear?No doubt what they would
observe would be a pink expanse of pretty close to uniform
saturation.The following argumenthas no force at all: purewhite
(or purered) is the simplestof the maximalstatesof the system, so
it's more probablethat we'd see pure white (red) than pink or a
portraitof Mao or a diagramof the structureof a paramecium.It
is, in fact, false that 'purewhite' is more probablethan any other
particularmaximal state of the system: all are of exactly equal
probability (now that the seating assignments have been
randomized)and whichever one of them turns up will have had
exactly the same chance of turningup as one of them thatdisplays
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a portraitof Chiang Kai-shek. (Any one of them; of course a
portraitof Chiang would be billions of times more likely to turn
up than 'purewhite', since therearebillions of maximalstatesthat
would count as portraitsof Chiang.)
I conclude-tentatively-that the simplicityof the emptyworld
provides us with no reason to regardit as more probablethan any
other possible world. One's feeling that the empty world must
somehow be the most probableof all worlds-that it must have a
greater-than-zero probability-seems to depend on one's
smuggling into one's thinking the assumption that there is
somethingthatis somehow outsidethe 'Reality'of which possible
worlds aremaximalstates, somethingthatwould be morelikely to
put Reality into the state There being nothing, or, it may be,
somethingthatdeterminesthatTherebeing nothingis the 'default
setting'on the control-boardof Reality.But therecould be no such
thing, for nothingis outside Reality.
So I conclude. But have I really said anythingthat supportsthis
conclusion? Whether I have depends on the answers to two
questions:
Is the principle'Themaximalstatesof an isolated system are
of equal probability'truein the cases in which it applies?
Is the case in which I have appliedit really one of the cases
in which it applies?
As to the latter question, perhaps one might argue that the
principle is applicable only to 'Tractarian'systems, systems in
which the same 'fundamentalobjects' are presentno matterwhat
state the system is in-the maximal states of the system being
defined by the various possible arrangementsof the fundamental
objects. It could be arguedthat the 'ChineseArena'case-which
I used to argueagainstthe thesis thatthe simplestmaximalstateof
a system shouldbe regardedas its most probablemaximalstateis convincing only in application to Tractariansystems. (The
ChineseArenais, of course, a Tractariansystem.)And, it could be
argued, no conclusion that applies only to Tractariansystems
supportsthe conclusionI have been arguingfor, since Therebeing
nothingis not a possible state of a Tractariansystem. A Tractarian
system may have states that are in a sense counterfeitsof There
being nothing. For example, the state of the Chinese Arena in
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which only white sheets are showing is a sort of counterfeit
'nothing'. Perhaps my use of the (acknowledged) fiction of a
Reality of which possible worlds aremaximalstates shows thaton
some level I am thinkingof logical space as a space of states of a
Tractariansystem; perhaps on some level, despite my official
denials, I am thinkingof possible worlds in a way thatimplies that
the same fundamentalobjects are presentin each world;perhapsI
am thinkingof worlds as being a kind of concrete analogueof the
'ersatz worlds' Lewis describes in Counterfactuals.In that case
the fundamental objects present in each world would be
somethinglike points in space, and each of them would have two
possible states: 'on' and 'off' or 'occupied'and 'unoccupied'.Am
I thinking of the empty world as the world in which all the
fundamentalobjects are in the 'off' or 'unoccupied'state?It may
be thatI am. I try not to use thatsortof picture,but it is a powerful
and seductivepictureand it is possible that, on some level, I have
been seducedby it.
Is the principle'The maximalstatesof an isolated system are of
equal probability'applicableto non-Tractariansystems? Is it, in
particular,applicableto a system if one of the statesof thatsystem
is Therebeing nothing-a real 'nothing',not a counterfeitnothing
like a vast space composed entirelyof unoccupiedbut potentially
occupied points? I am inclined to think so. But I am unable to
convince myself thatthis inclinationis trustworthy.

